Cliff section at Five Islands Provincial Park, showing volcanic rocks (brown) and sedimentary rocks (red and white). This photograph
was taken between stops 3 and 4 on the field trip. Photograph courtesy Andrew MacRae.

Five Islands Provincial Park
What Is There To See?

Safety

At Five Islands Provincial Park, you will see
sedimentary and volcanic rocks that accumulated
about 200 million years ago in what geologists
call the Fundy Basin - one of the depressions in
the Earth’s crust that formed during the break-up
of the supercontinent Pangea into separate
continents. These rocks are exposed today in
spectacular cliffs, and include such features as
columnar basalts and faults. Just beneath the
volcanic basalts is the boundary between the
Triassic and Jurassic systems, an important
transition that heralded the rise to dominance of
the dinosaurs. No dinosaur fossils have been
found at Five Islands, but rare fossil fish
specimens have been unearthed here and similar
rocks nearby do have dinosaurs. Minerals may
also be found associated with the volcanic rocks.
You will also see evidence of the Ice Age, a
geologically recent event that dates from the last
million years. For example, the rich variety of
rocks on the beach were carried here from the
Cobequids by glaciers. Examples of all three rock
types - igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic can be found. And above the Triassic-Jurassic
“bedrock” is soft “surficial sediment” - glacial “till”
and glacial “outwash” deposits - also products of
the glaciers that covered the area until about
13,000 years ago.

The Bay of Fundy has extremely high tides.
Always begin this trip on a falling tide and
ensure that you are off the beach at least three
hours before high tide. If you venture beyond
Old Wife Point, be sure that the tide is still
falling as you set off and ensure that you have
time to return to this critical point before the
tide cuts you off.
The cliffs here are both high and steep and
many have overhangs. Wear a hard hat and
stay at least the same distance from the cliff as
the cliff is high.
Rocks and seaweed are often slippery.
Tread carefully, and never explore without a
friend.

Semionotus, a fossil freshwater fish found in fallen boulders of the
McCoy Brook Formation,near Stop 2. Photograph by Heinz Wiele.
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About 250 million years ago, Nova Scotia
was part of the supercontinent Pangea.
However, towards the end of the Triassic Period,
about 220 million years ago, Pangea began to
break apart and a depression in the Earth’s
crust, similar to parts of today’s East African Rift
Valley, began to form where the Bay of Fundy is
now situated. This sinking depression, known as
the Fundy Basin, filled with sediments eroded
mainly from the massive Appalachian Mountains
to the west - although some sediments came
from the area of the present-day South
Mountain of Nova Scotia. These sediments were
transported and deposited by water - rivers,
streams and lakes - and sometimes also by
wind. About 200 million years ago, a major
episode of volcanic activity, lasting about a half
million years, added basaltic lava flows to the
basin fill.
Geologists separate rock sequences of
similar type or association into formations. The
rocks of the Fundy Basin are divided, from
oldest to youngest, into the Wolfville
Formation (mainly rocks derived from river
gravels and sands - i.e. “fluvial deposits”), the
Blomidon Formation (lake or “lacustrine”,
playa and sand flat deposits, but with some
wind-blown, or “aeolian”, deposits; sand flats are
areas of sand deposited by sheet floods in arid
climates; playas are salty desert lakes that dry
up during part of the year), the North Mountain
Basalt Formation (basaltic lava flows) and the
McCoy Brook Formation (lacustrine, fluvial,
talus - or scree, and aeolian sediments above
the lava flows). All of these formations, except
the Wolfville, are seen at Five Islands.
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Directions: Five Islands Provincial Park is located off
Highway 2 between Truro and Parrsboro. Turn south into
the park and follow the road past the park buildings,
bearing right to the beach. After parking, walk down to the
beach and turn left to begin the field trip. Map courtesy
Nova Scotia Department of Mines.
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The geological timescale shows the names
of the geological periods of the last 545
million years and their ages in millions of
years. The column to the right focuses on
parts of the Triassic and Jurassic periods,
the time that the Fundy Basin was formed,
and gives the names that geologists around
the world use for subdivisions (ages) of that
interval.

These formations were laid down one
above the other, like a “layer cake”, and they
still are -- mostly. But in some places, different
formations appear to abut against each other.
This is because faults associated with the
development of the basin have cut up the
original “layer cake” and moved some parts of
the formation sequence up or down relative to
other parts. Faulting has thus left geologists
with a puzzle as they try to map the rocks and
figure out the full Fundy Basin story.
No bedrock deposits younger than about
195 million years are today exposed in the
Fundy Basin (though younger Jurassic rocks
may exist beneath the Bay of Fundy). At Five
Islands, superficial sediments from the Ice
Age, dating from the last 100,000 years, lie
directly above the Fundy Basin bedrock.
The present day shoreline is a very
ephemeral feature, as sea level has risen and
fallen tens of metres, even within the last
15,000 years. The results of these fluctuations,
the modern tides and the ever powerful waves
and currents of the Bay of Fundy have thus
only recently sculpted the shoreline that we
see at Five Islands today.
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This diagram shows the age of the different rock formations of
the Fundy Basin. Note that not all the time is represented by rock
- for example, no rocks are currently known in the Fundy Basin
that date from late Carnian to early Norian times. Only rocks of
the Blomidon, North Mountain Basalt and McCoy Brook
formations are found at Five Islands, but rocks of the Wolfville
Formation occur at Carrs Brook, a few kilometres to the east.
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The geology as seen in the cliffs, looking back from Old Wife Point sea stack. One-sided arrows show the relative movement along
the faults--thus, the block to the northwest with the McCoy Brook label has dropped down relative to the blocks further to the
southeast. Photograph by Andrew MacRae; figure after Brown, 1990.

The Stops
Stop 1 – Walk down to the beach from the
car park and turn left (south) to walk along the
shore. From the outset, you will notice the
great variety of pebbles and boulders - a far
greater variety than could have been derived
from the local Triassic-Jurassic bedrock. You
will find examples of all three rock types-sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic. Look
out for colourful granites and relatively rare
gneisses (banded metamorphic rocks). Some
of these rocks have probably been landed by
the tides, waves and sea ice of the Bay of
Fundy, but most were brought south by glaciers
within soft glacial till, an unsorted and
unlayered mixture of usually boulders, sand,
and clay deposited by ice. Such till can still be
seen here, overlying the bedrock. In addition,
some of the glacial material seen here looks
crudely layered, indicating that it was deposited
in glacial “outwash” streams rather than directly
by the ice itself.
At the first bedrock cliff face you will see
fluvial (river-related) “red bed” deposits of the
McCoy Brook Formation. Within these
sedimentary rocks, you may see mudcracks

where ancient layers of mud dried and cracked in
the sun, as well as angled layers (”cross beds”),
the remnants of current ripples formed on the
bottoms of Jurassic river channels.
As you pass the red cliffs, you will notice that
it is generally hard to follow individual layers for
any great distance horizontally--this is
characteristic of river deposits, where river
channels grade laterally into flood plains and
other environments. However, as you proceed
towards Stop 2, you will see a few morecontinuous layers, and these probably represent
the deposits of intermittent lakes, or sand flats
around such lakes.
Pebble of the metamorphic rock
gneiss (pronounced “nice”) found
on Five Islands beach. This rock
clearly did not come from the
Triassic-Jurassic cliffs at Five
Islands. It was probably brought
here from the Cobequid Hills by
glaciers and eroded from the glacial
till or outwash that can be seen
overlying the Triassic-Jurassic-aged
rocks at Five Islands. This particular
gneiss looks like squashed granite,
and this is probably how it formed.
Photograph by Heinz Wiele.

Stop 2 - Continue walking along the beach
towards Old Wife Point until you reach an
indentation in the cliff. Here at Stop 2, red
sedimentary rocks to the north are replaced by
a cliff of grey basalt to the south.

Boulder of red granitic igneous rock stands out on the beach
near Stop 1. Photograph by Rob Fensome

View from “Five Islands Lighthouse” looking south towards
Stop 2 and the cliffs of Five Islands Provincial Park. Note the
change from left to right, from red cliffs to grey cliffs. This
change results from a fault here between the McCoy Brook
and North Mountain Basalt formations. Photograph by Rob
Fensome
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Vaguely layered glacial outwash deposits (1) envelop a mound
of till (2)near Stop 1. These glacial deposits overly red rocks
of the McCoy Brook Formation (3). Photograph by Rob
Fensome

Red sedimentary rocks - sandstones and mudstones - of the
Jurassic McCoy Brook Formation. The thick blocky sandstone
layers represent fluvial (river-borne) deposits and the thinner
layers near the top of the cliff are probably of lacustrine (lake)
origin. Photograph by Rob Fensome

The indentation in the cliff is caused by a
fault, which disrupts the continuity of the rocks.
As we proceed around Old Wife Point, several
other faults will be seen to affect the rocks.
Here, the line of the fault in the cliff is
obscured by soil and rubble. To the right, just
before the main basalt cliff, is a fossil scree
deposit, or “paleotalus”, made up of basalt
boulders cemented together by a matrix of
finer-grained material.

Fossil scree - or “paleotalus” - at Stop 2. The larger blocks of
basalt in this talus are about a metre across. Photograph by
Rob Fensome.

The basalt boulders in this scree have vesicles
(former bubbles) encrusted with the green
mineral celadonite (see photo below). The
presence of this paleotalus is interesting
because it tells us that here was an ancient cliff,
suggesting that the faults were active at around
the same time as the volcanic basalt lavas were
being erupted.This is a good place to look for
minerals in the basalt pebbles on the beach.
Zeolites such as chabazite may be found.

View looking down on columnar jointing in the basalts near Old
Wife Point. Such columns form vertically when a lava flow stops
flowing and pools before solidifying. The stagnant lava contracts
as it solidifies, cracks, and forms the columnar jointing pattern.
Ideally, all columns would be six-sided, but in reality, polygonal
columns with various numbers of sides are produced. At this
locality, the originally vertical columns have been tilted and
folded by faulting and other tectonic forces, as shown
below.Photograph by Rob Fensome.

Stop 3 – is at Old Wife Point. On the way
here from Stop 2, you have walked past cliffs of
the North Mountain Basalt Formation. On
reaching the end of the beach, with great care
to avoid slippery seaweed, clamber over the
basalt headland between sea stack and cliffs
observing the features of the basalt and faults
in the cliffs. The cliffs forming the magnificent
view ahead of you will be discussed under Stop
4. As discussed at Stop 2, the faulting that
breaks up the basalt here occurred at about the
same time as the eruption of the basalts. (It has

also bent the columns) This has suggested to
some geologists that the area may have been the
location of fissures (usually associated with
faulting) through which the lavas were erupted.
There is no evidence of conventional volcanoes in
the Fundy Basin - the lava was too fluid to build
up into classic volcanic cones. In fact, the North
Mountain Basalt is part of a major “flood basalt”
episode (known as the circum-Atlantic magmatic
event) that lasted a short time geologicallyspeaking, but which covered a huge area. This
area now extends from Nova Scotia to Morocco
and Brazil to southern France. Such flood basalts
episodes, are rare but devastating events in Earth
history, and some geologists have linked them
with mass extinctions - this circum-Atlantic event
with the end Triassic extinction.

The view looking back at Old Wife Point, with its
characteristic sea stack. The rocks here can be slippery, so
beware. Photograph by Rob Fensome.

A view of faulted and columnar North Mountain Basalt at Old
Wife Point. The red arrow points to a fault; the yellow arrow
points to folded columns. Photograph by Rob Fensome.

A hand specimen of vesicular basalt with celadonite, a dull
green mineral that tends to encrust the walls of vesicles in
basalts. Photograph by Rob Fensome.
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Stop 4 – If you proceed beyond Stop 3, be
sure that the tide is still going out. Move past the
basalt to the next beach. Looking towards the
cliff, you will see that another fault has “raised”
the basalt so that, to the east, you see basalt
overlying sedimentary rocks of the underlying
Blomidon Formation. Just below the basalt,
within the lighter layers at the top of the
Blomidon Formation, is the boundary between
the Triassic Period (below) and Jurassic Period
(above), a major milestone in Earth’s history.
Many land vertebrates became extinct at this
time, leaving the dinosaurs to become the most
prominent group in the Jurassic and
Cretaceous. Thus, the cliff that you are now
looking at heralds in the true Age of Dinosaurs.
The Blomidon Formation is mainly composed
of numerous flat layers of sandstone and
mudstone (as shown in the photo below),
originally deposited in lakes, playas and sand
flats. The evaporite mineral gypsum occurs in
some layers, an indicator of formation under hot
arid conditions. Notice how laterally continuous
the beds are, in contrast to the generally
discontinuous, dominantly river-deposited strata
of the McCoy Brook Formation at Stops1 and 2.

View of the Blomidon Formation between Old Wife Point and Red
Head. Photograph courtesy Lubomir Jansa.

The view east from Old Wife Point, showing the relationship
between the formations. Photograph courtesy Andrew
MacRae.

Faulting has again disrupted lateral continuity of strata here,
to the east of Old Wife Point. To the west (left) of the fault,
only basalt is exposed, whereas to the east (right) the basalt is
“raised” so that the underlying Blomidon Formation is also
exposed. Photograph by Rob Fensome.

The view looking back down towards Old Wife Point. The
Triassic-Jurassic boundary is within the lighter coloured
layers. These beds, like some of the redder beds beneath them,
were deposited in lakes - but probably under humid rather
than arid climatic conditions - hence their different colour.
Photograph by Bob Grantham - Copyright Nova Scotia
Museum of Natural History.

Why are the Fundy rocks red?
Many sedimentary rocks are red because they
are stained by iron oxide, which indicates
oxidizing conditions. The iron in rocks can be
oxidized by exposure to the air during deposition
or by exposure to oxidizing groundwater after
burial. It is not always easy to tell, but the red
rocks of the Fundy Basin are believed to be red
because they were deposited under terrestrial

conditions (associated with lakes, rivers and windblown dunes). Contrast the colour of these rocks
with the Meguma rocks around Halifax, which are
generally grey. The much older Meguma rocks were
deposited in cold oceanic waters where, today as in
the past, there is little oxygen.

Stop 5 – It cannot be overstressed here that
you should proceed to Stop 5 only while the tide
is still going out in order to have time to return
past Old Wife Point safely. The distance from
Old Wife Point to Red Head is deceptively long about 1.5 to 2 km.
Walk along the beach below the magnificent
cliffs to Red Head. Here a different environment
is represented in the sedimentary rocks of the
Blomidon Formation - wind blown (”aeolian”)
sand dunes, as shown by the distinctive diagonal
cross beds in the low cliff.
View of Red Head. The aeolian cross beds (fossil ”sand dunes”)
are at the same level as the person, with flat lake/playa/sand flat
deposits above and below. Photograph courtesy David E. Brown.

Map showing the general
geography of the Minas Basin area
during late Triassic and earliest
Jurassic times. A body of water
sometimes occupied the central
portion of the basin. This water body
was sometimes permanent (that is, it
lasted through the year and was thus
a true lake) and sometimes seasonal
(a salt lake or “playa”). Surrounding
the lake were sand flats and a
network of braided rivers, and
beyond these were alluvial fans
marking the boundary between the
basin and the surrounding highlands.
The boundaries between these
different environments fluctuated
through time, as demonstrated by the
deposits that they left. So, during
deposition of much of the Blomidon
Formation, the central lake or its
surrounding sand flats covered the
Five Islands area, retreating briefly,
perhaps during an especially arid

Compiled by Rob Fensome, with Dave Brown, Andrew
Henry, Bill MacMillan, Andrew MacRae, Peter
Wallace, and Graham Williams.
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phase when subaerial sand dunes prevailed (as seen at Red
Head). During deposition of much of the McCoy Brook
Formation, the lake had shrunk and fluvial conditions prevailed
at Five Islands.
Between the times of deposition of the Blomidon and Five
Islands formations, devastating subaerial flood basalts
transformed the region.

How do we know all this stuff about
the Fundy Basin?
Geologists use evidence from many independent
sources to help unravel the geological past:

Fossils – Trilobite fossils always occur in rocks
that can be demonstrated to be older than those
rocks containing dinosaur bones, and dinosaurs
occur in rocks older than mammal groups such as
whales or horses - or people. By using the fact
that fossils of different groups occur in rocks of
different ages, Victorian geologists worked out a
geological time scale, assigning rocks to units of
relative age, such as the Triassic and Jurassic
periods. Such units are thus based on fossil
content of their rocks, and therefore can be
recognized and applied without reference to their
absolute age in millions of years.
Although not common at Five Islands, fossils
found throughout the Fundy Basin tell us about
the creatures that lived in the area during mid
Triassic to early Jurassic times. Fossil spores
and pollen indicate that the Triassic-Jurassic
boundary is towards the top of the Blomidon
Formation.
As well as relative age, fossils can tell us
much about the environmental conditions under
which they lived. For example, none of the
animals of the Fundy Basin are those that would
be expected to live in the sea.
Rocks – As this field trip shows, the rocks can
tell you a lot about the environments in which
they formed. Here we have river, lake, aeolian
dune and sand flat deposits, all nonmarine, as
would be expected from the fossil assemblages.
The basalts tell us that the crust in the area was
active, an observation that fits in with our modern
understanding of plate tectonics and the opening
of the Atlantic Ocean.
Paleomagnetism – When certain iron-rich
minerals are formed, usually in igneous rocks,
they store in their crystal structure information
about the Earth’s magnetic field. This allows us
to determine the direction of magnetic north, as
well as approximate latitude, at the time that the
rocks formed. In the case of the North Mountain
Basalt, paleomagnetic evidence shows that the
Fundy Basin was a few degrees north of the
equator. This fits with what we observe in the
sedimentary rocks - the presence of wind-blown
sands, for example at Red Head, and evaporite
minerals such as gypsum (in the Blomidon
Formation) indicate a dry subtropical climate.

Radiometric dating – Radiometric dating is
based on the principle that certain isotopes of
chemical elements decay into other isotopes at a
238
206
regular rate. Thus U converts to Pb with a half
life of 4.46 billion years (that is, half of the uranium
isotope contained within a mineral will covert to the
lead isotope over a period of 4.46 billion years; half
of what is left of the uranium will convert to lead
over the next 4.46 billion years, and so on).
The fossils tell us that the North Mountain Basalt
formed around the Triassic-Jurassic boundary, the
age of which was calculated elsewhere by means of
radiometric dating to have a age of about 200
million years. This was subsequently confirmed by
direct radiometric dating of the North Mountain
Basalt. From a combination of fossil and
radiometric dating evidence, the Fundy Basin is
now known to have been active from about 220 to
180 million years ago.
Plate Tectonics – From numerous observations
such as the age of oceanic crust, the distribution of
fossil organisms the reconstruction of past climates
from sedimentary rocks, and especially
paleomagnetism, a very detailed history of the
movement of continents and plates has been
unravelled since the 1960s. Plate tectonics predicts
that the Atlantic Ocean was barely beginning to
form at the time that the Fundy Basin was active
(the origin of the Fundy Basin and the opening of
the Atlantic Ocean were indeed related), and that
Morocco was only a few hundred kilometres to the
southeast of Nova Scotia. Although the general
story has been understood for several decades,
recent detailed work by Paul Olsen and Mohammed
Et Touhami has demonstrated many close parallels
between the mid Triassic to earliest Jurassic rocks
of the Fundy Basin and those of the Argana Basin
in Morocco. These dramatically similar sequences
of rocks strongly support the plate tectonic
prediction that, 200 million years ago, Morocco was
much closer to Nova Scotia.
These, then are some of the various lines of
evidence that geologists draw upon to interpret the
past. They contribute to form an integrated story of
surprising detail and richness, and build a
conceptual framework that new discoveries can
test. Moreover, from this framework, new questions
can be asked and, against it, new ideas can be
tested.

